
Year 4
All the World’s a Stage

Maths
1. Did you know that  the word “mathematics” 

only appears in one Shakespearean play? Do 
you know any other stories/ books that have 
maths or numbers in them?

1. Draw as many rectilinear (right angles only!) 
shapes as possible with a  perimeter of 24 cm. 
What do you notice?

1. Ensure you know your 1,2,3,4,5,6 and 10 times 
tables and their corresponding division facts.

English
1. Write a scene for a play: you could use the 

characters that you’ve been introduced to 
in you SSF play.

1. Create a Google Slide presentation on 
Elizabeth I or The Spanish Armada.

1. After you’ve cooked your balanced  meal 
for science, write up the instructions so 
others can make it too.

Read your Accelerated Reader Book for 20 minutes everyday.



Music    
Watch this BBC clip on Tudor Dance: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zt4
kjxs Using the video to help you; can 
you compose your own Tudor style 
dance and teach it to your family and 
friends? 

Science     
Cook a balanced meal for your 
family (with an adult’s help). What 
are the main food groups? Can you 
cook a meal that includes all of 
them? Take a picture for the class!

Computing     
Choose to complete two of the 
‘gibbon’ challenges on ‘2Code’ on 
Purple Mash.

To locate these, log into Purple Mash, 
search for 2Code and scroll down to 
the challenges under ‘gibbon’

Art and Design               
You are an art detective. Look at the 
painting on the printout you were given. 
Either, write in your answers on the sheet 
or make a short video telling someone 
what you think.

History    
Dice games were a fun way to pass the 
time for Tudor families. 
Learn about different Tudor dice games 
https://onthetudortrail.com/Blog/2018/12/15/
tudor-fun-and-games/ and then follow the 
instructions to play your own game. 

Spanish      
Learn the days of the week by 
singing along: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=poegJuk
ynHg

*What day comes after Martes?*

Wellbeing      
What is your favourite Go Noodle 
dance? 

Teach it to someone in your family. 
How do you feel after you dance?

Choose one of these options 
to do over the weekend 

during the autumn term and 
share it with your teacher on 
Google Classroom or take it 

in to school.

R.E    
Research a Hindu tradition and 
create a presentation.
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